Face Mask with Ties
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Use Good Quality Cotton Print. Prewash fabric. Use 100% cotton thread.
For each mask, cut one Outer Mask and one Lining. (They are the same size.)
Adult Size cut 9” x 6” Child Size cut 7.5” x 5” (If print is directional, plan accordingly)
Additional cotton fabric for ties:
Adult mask, cut four strips, each 1.25” x 15”

Child mask cut four at 1.25” x 12”

Instructions:
After cutting out all pieces, make the ties. Fold in 1/2 inch “one short edge and
stitch across to keep the folded part in place. Now press tie strip in half the long
ways. Open the strip and fold long raw edges in to meet in the center, then press
again. Fold in half one more time with folded edges together, and press. Stitch through all layers, close to the
double folded edge, backstitching at the folded short end.

Lay lining piece right side up. Lay ties on lining, near corners as shown, with unfinished
end extending 1/2” beyond the edge of the lining fabric, and the rest of the tie laying in
the middle, not close to any edge. Lay the outer mask fabric on top, right side down.
Pin outer edges through all layers, making sure to secure the ends of the ties near the corners of the mask.

Stitch most of the way around with a 1/4” or 3/8” seam allowance, leaving an opening
for turning. It’s a good idea to backstitch at the beginning and the end of the opening.

Turn the mask right side out. After turning, the ties will be on the outside. Press in
the edges of the opening, then topstitch all the way around, about 1/8 inch from
the edge, closing the opening in the process.

Pin three small downward folds or tucks on each of the short ends of
the mask. Make sure all are going the same way. Then stitch across the
ends three times, also stitching over where the ties are inserted.

